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1. Introduction
Information related to forest areas and individual scattered trees such as number of trees

and variety of different tree species are essential for sustainable land use planning and

land management. Mapping and assessing this information using remote sensing (RS)

methods have improved a lot over the past decades due to the new high resolution

sensors and advanced image processing techniques (Chambers et al. 2007). However,

most of the studies related to tree species mapping are conducted in high latitudes (e.g.

Leckie et al. 2005; Voss & Sugumaran 2008; Le et al. 2011; Ghosh et al. 2014). This

creates a gap to the mapping methods for other environments as methods developed for

higher latitudes are usually not directly usable in tropics, where tree canopy is usually

more complex and species densely distributed (Clark et al. 2012).

In general, spectral data collected from the exposed canopy is the most relevant for

optical remote sensing as these are the visible parts for the airborne or satellite imagery.

However, the combination of different RS data sources for canopy mapping  have been

reported to provide better results than using only single data source (Hien et al. 2015).

This have resulted several different RS techniques for mapping individual tree crowns

(ITC) that are based to the joint data of high spatial and spectral resolution satellite or

airborne imagery and aerial laser scanning (ALS). Especially the imaging spectroscopy

(IS) with high spatial and spectral resolution with tens, hundreds or thousands of

spectral bands recording information in narrow wavelengths provides an advanced

method for differentiate the spectral variations between different tree species. Also the

benefit of airborne laser scanning (ALS) acquiring precise three-dimensional

information on vegetation properties are reported with growing number that has been

proven to be suitable in many studies related to tree species identification (Kaartinen &

Hyyppä 2008).

Taita Hills locates in the southeast Kenya, belonging to the Eastern-Arc mountain

range. Area is known for its rich biodiversity and it is identified one of the biodiversity

hot spots in the world creating suitable area for environmental research. In Taita Hills,

many studies are focused on developing advance remote sensing methods for

environmental mapping as no other accurate sources of information are available in the
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area. Most recent studies include themes such as land use and land change (Clark &

Pellikka 2009; Pellikka et al. 2009), above ground biomass estimations (Heiskanen et al.

2014), identification of agricultural crops (Piiroinen et al. 2015) and tree species

diversity estimations (Schäfer et al. 2016). Results have showed the potential of the RS

to be used in accurate environmental assessments. However, explicit individual tree

species level information with RS has not yet been studied in the area. This information

would enable more accurate land use and land change, biomass and biodiversity

estimations in the future.

In this thesis, individual trees were mapped using field measurements and IS together

with ALS data in tropical agroforestry area in Taita Hills, Kenya. The main objectives

of  this  thesis  was  to  develop  a  RS  and  geographic  information  system  (GIS)  based

method for mapping individual tree crowns (ITC) using visible to near infrared imaging

spectroscopy together with ALS data. More specifically the aim was to delineate ITC

using canopy height model (CHM) and spectral information and to classify different

species focusing on spectral properties. With this thesis the following research questions

were addressed 1) Can the IS together with ALS data be used for individual tree species

segmentation and 2) Can different tree species be classified using spectral properties?

1.1 CHIESA and BIODEV-projects

This thesis was conducted as a part of the two different projects 1) Climate Change

Impacts on Ecosystem Services and Food Security in Eastern Africa (CHIESA) and 2)

Building  Biocarbon  and  Rural  Development  in  West  Africa  (BIODEV)  that  are  both

funded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland. CHIESA project aims to fill the

critical gaps in knowledge related to climate and land change impacts on ecosystem

services. It also tries to develop adaptation strategies by building the capacity of

research communities, extension officers and decision-makers in environmental

research. It has been mainly utilized by the means of remote sensing and GIS, but also

qualitative development studies have been carried out. BIODEV demonstrate the

multiple developmental and environmental wins that result from a high value biocarbon

approach to climate change and variability in large landscape. It studies the possibilities

to use remote sensing methods in biomass (carbon) estimations in different

environments such as complex tropical landscapes of mixed land cover of forests,
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agroforestry and croplands. This thesis will contribute to both projects by developing

RS and GIS method for ITC mapping that will allow more explicit data gathering and

analyzing to be used in the future for more exact species identification and above

ground carbon estimations as a part of the land use change research.

2. Background

2.1 Optical remote sensing of vegetation

Optical remote sensing is a method to measure or monitor biophysical characteristics of

the earth surface with sensors attached to the satellite, aircraft or using in-situ hand held

measurements. Sensors exploit the visible (VIS), near-infrared (NIR) and short-wave

infrared (SWIR) electromagnetic radiation reflected or emitted from the ground

recording the intensity of the electromagnetic radiation to Digital Number (DN) values

for every pixel (smallest unit of information). Dimension of the DN values i.e.

radiometric resolution depends on the sensitivity of the sensor to detect and record the

differences  in  signal.  DN  values  can  be  converted  to  spectral  radiance  values  that

describe the amount of radiant flux in watts per square meters per steridian in certain

wavelength [W m  2 sr  1 nm  1]. Spectral radiance values can further be converted to

dimensionless reflectance values that is the ratio between the radiant existence (M [W

m  2]) and irradiance (E [W  m  2]). This enables the relative comparison between

different target features.

Ideally, the sensor records only the spectral radiance of the target pixel, but in reality it

includes also the effect of the atmosphere and the neighbor pixels from which the

radiation bounces to the targeting pixel that causes distortion to the spectral radiance

(Jensen 2000) (Figure 1). These unwanted influences must be removed using different

kind of data processing techniques.

In vegetation studies RS is used to extract important biophysical information of the

target. This requires a proper understanding of how the radiant energy interacts with

plants. Absorption, transmittance and spectral reflectance are these interactive processes

that are related to the plants chemical composition and physical structures such as leaf
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pigments (e.g. chlorophyll a & b,  -carotene), internal scattering caused by spongy

mesophyll and water content (Gates et al. 1965; Jensen 2000: 333–344) (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Various paths of sensor received radiance according to Jensen (2000: 50).
Radiance Lt contains spectral information of the target area. Radiance Lp contains
unwanted diffuse sky irradiance caused by atmosphere and radiance from the
neighboring area.

Healthy green vegetation absorption peaks are usually located in VIS reflectance

spectrum in 430–450 nm and 660 nm–680 nm where incident radiant energy is required

for photosynthesis. In NIR reflectance spectrum, water absorption occurs in 970 nm and

1450 nm (Jensen 2000). Absorption in the NIR ranging approximately from 700 nm to

1200 nm is relatively low comparing to the VIS radiation. This is due to the heating

effect in the NIR region that could damage the plant (Gates et al. 1965). Typically NIR
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reflectance and also transmittance through leaves to other leaves increases dramatically

in the region from 700 nm to 1200 nm.

Figure 2. General reflectance and absorption characteristics of the healthy vegetation according
to Jensen (2000:334). Dominant factors controlling the leaf reflectance are leaf pigments,
internal scattering and water content.

Comparing to the broadband sensors, sensors with tens or hundreds narrow bands are

superior in spectral information gathering near continuous spectra. This method is

called imaging spectroscopy (IS) that is a method used for environmental research. IS

with high spatial and spectral resolution enables to gather adequate information of the

vegetation such as biochemical and biophysical properties (Alchanatis & Cohen 2012;

Immitzer et al. 2012), species classification (Ghosh et al. 2014), and crop type

differentiation (Piiroinen et al. 2015). This is due to the high spectral information

content recorded for every pixel that can be used to analyse vegetation properties that

are often measured by assessing different kind of reflectance values and converting
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those to single number value or vegetation indices (VI’s). VI’s are indicators that

describe certain property of the vegetation, for example,  health.  Many of the common

VI’s are used with combination of the NIR and VIS reflectance differences such as

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) introduced by Rouse et al. (1973) and

Simple Ratio (SR) (Roberts et al. 2012). Also SWIR has been reported to be potential

for tree species classification in tropical forests (Kalacska et al 2007; Clark et al. 2012).

However,  IS  data  comes  with  its  own disadvantages  that  must  be  taking  into  account

when using the data. According to Clark et al. (2006) there is strong correlation between

bands having the band center near the same wavelengths that can cause problems in

image classification by decreasing the accuracy that is known as a Hughes phenomenon

(Hughes 1968). This means that high number of narrow spectral bands can actually

decrease the classification accuracy as the training data becomes more distributed with

increased dimensions. High number of spectral bands increases also the data processing

time and costs, because of the large data size. One method to consider this is Minimum

noise fraction (MNF) introduced by Green et al. (1988). MNF is a data and noise

reduction technique that reduces the data dimensionality and decreases the

computational requirements. MNF produces a group of independent bands where the

first bands include the most spectral information (i.e. spectral characteristics) of the

original data but little noise.

2.3 Airborne laser scanning

Contrary to optical remote sensing, active sensors provide own energy source for the

illumination. Sensor emits radiance to desired target to be investigated and records the

reflected radiance. One of the active remote sensing methods is airborne laser scanning

(ALS) that is used for detecting three dimensional properties of the earth surface. It

provides information on the vertical structure of the earth surface based on exact

distance measurement of laser beams that can further be used to gain different kind of

information of the vegetation and its structure.

ALS sensor uses laser to illuminate the earth and photodiode to measure the reflectance

(Holopainen et al. 2013). More explicitly it measures the distance between the sensor

and target using to the amount of time elapsed for the laser to hit the target and reflect
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back to the sensor resulting a three dimensional point cloud of the target’s properties

where the exact location of each point is known. This enables to build the reconstruction

of the imaged area. Position and location of the sensor is determined by using Global

Position System (GPS) measurements and inertial measurement unit (IMU). Scanner

sends laser pulses perpendicular to the flight direction and knowing the exact location

and position of the sensor the distances can be transferred to x-, y- and z-coordinates

(Holopainen et al. 2013).

Main components of typical ALS unit are visualized in figure 3 that includes 1) opto-

mechanical  scanner  used  to  carry  out  the  scanning  of  the  terrain.  It  uses  an  optical

element such as rotating plane, polygon mirror or fiber-optic linear array, 2) laser

ranging unit that includes the actual laser gun, transmitter (laser), receiver (photodiod)

and optical components, 3) GPS and IMU units that measures a position and orientation

of the sensor and 4) control, processing and storage unit. (Shan & Toth 2009).

Figure 3.  Main components of typical ALS unit modified from Holopainen et al. 2013.

2.4 Remote sensing methods for mapping tree species

Advanced remote sensing methods with new sensors and image-processing techniques

combined with accurate field data provides new possibilities for mapping detailed
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landscape structure and ecological functions (Chambers et al. 2007). Ability to measure

and detect information in ITC scale relies in the spectral and structural differences of the

targets assuming that different species have high within-class similarity and minimum

overlap inter-class. According to Hamlyn & Vaughan (2010) main approaches to obtain

species information using remote sensing can be divided into four different methods: 1)

using vegetation indices (VI’s) based on the target pixel spectral response (i.e. response

function of wavelength), 2) extracting desirable and important spectral features using

high spectral resolution data to quantify specific biophysical and biochemical

characteristic, 3) using image segmentation and classification methods to distinguish

different surfaces and 4) to use object-oriented image analysis that pay attention to the

similarity between target and nearby pixels.

VI’s have been reported to contribute to species discrimination in many studies (e.g.

Roberts et al. 2012; Heiskanen et al. 2013; Ghosh et al. 2014).  Heiskanen et al. (2013)

reported the benefit of different narrowband VI’s derived from the EO-1 Hyperion

images for LAI estimation among different tree species. Similar approach was applied

in this thesis by assessing the VI’s for different tree species to be independent variables

for the tree species classification.

Image segmentation strives to partition features into different groups and methods can

be categorized in three stages: 1) model driven approach and image driven approach

that are mainly based to the statistical calculations, 2) homogeneity based approach that

uses spectral, spatial, texture, shape, size, contextual, temporal and prior knowledge and

3) image operations, for example, edge detection and region growing/splitting. (Dey et

al. 2010.) Segmentation approach depends of the needed quality of segmentation that is

highly correlated to the used scale of information. In ITC segmentation various scales

are needed as the size of the tree crowns differs between species. Multi-resolution

segmentation is one highly used segmentation method in remote sensing enabling

feature identification in various scales (Darwish et al. 2004).

Classification  of  the  remote  sensing  data  is  usually  performed  using  a  pixel  based  or

object oriented approach. Unlike in pixel-based where the smallest unit to work with is

pixel the object oriented approach uses segmented areas. This enables to retrieve more
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meaningful information together with spectral properties including spatial, textural and

topological properties.

Results of the classification are often tested with accuracy assessment to see how

accurate the classification actually is. This requires a ground truth data to be used as a

reference for the model estimations. Overall accuracy describes the classification results

comprehensively using one value indicating how the classification has resulted in total.

Overall accuracy does not concentrate to the differences between individual classes.

User’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy that are one of the widely used accuracy

measurement techniques can be used to study the results between classes (e.g. Foody

2002). In the case of classifying tree species, user’s accuracy refers to the probability

that a segment labeled as a certain tree species in the map is really that tree species.

Producer’s accuracy is the probability that a certain tree species in the ground really is

that tree species.

Methods for ITC mapping are developed a lot over the past decades varying from

manual to more automatic. Sheng et al. (2003) used a model-based photogrammetric

approach where optimal tree model were manually generated using stereoscopic aerial

images and used it for the tree canopy reconstruction. Similarly, Leckie et al. (2005)

used manual approach of the tree crowns delineation while implementing classification

to the old growth conifer stands using airborne multispectral imagery. In addition. Clark

et al. (2012) used manual segmentation method in tropical forest as the focus was

developing the classification method of different trees species. Manual approaches are

usually time consuming and increases the production costs especially in larger areas

creating a need for more automatized methods for ITC mapping. Development in

algorithms, modelling techniques and GIS based software with different data sources,

provides many possibilities and tools achieve these needs (e.g. Zhao & Popescu 2007;

Kaartinen et al. 2012; Ferreira et al. 2015).

In tropical areas tree canopy is usually more complex comparing to the forests in higher

latitudes where trees have more regular shape and the canopy is rather sparse (Clark et

al. 2012). This creates a lot of challenges to the ITC segmentation and classification

techniques. One of the challenges is how to deal with shadowed areas in the optical
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remote sensing images that complicates the image interpretation and classification due

to the loss of spectral information. Dealing with shadowed areas include shadow

detection which is the process of identifying the shaded pixels in remotely sensed

imagery and shadow removal referring to restore the spectral information of the shaded

areas to obtain a shadow-free image (Dare 2005; Li et al. 2005). Shadow removal is

often used interchangeably with the term shadows restoration, but shadow removal also

refers to the process that simply removes the shaded pixels from the imagery (Dare

2005). This latter method based to the pixel brightness as a threshold value for shadows

and non-shadows pixels has been successfully used in many previous studies (e.g. Dare

2005; Zhou 2009).

3. Study area
Study area is located in the region of the Taita Hills (38°25´S, 38°20´E) that covers area

of 1000 km2 in the South-East Kenya (Figure 4). Taita Hills are the northernmost part of

Africa’s Eastern Arc Mountains surrounded by semi-arid shrubland and dry savanna.

Surrounding plains are at an elevation of 600–900 m.a.s.l and the average elevation of

the hills is 1500 m. a.s.l while the highest peak Vuria reaches to 2208 m.a.s.l. Area is

affected by two rainy seasons occurring from March to May and a shorter rainy season

from November to December, but the mist and cloud precipitation is a year around

phenomenon. (Pellikka et al. 2013.)
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Figure 4. Study area and the location of the field measurements. Digital elevation model on the
background is from the study of Pellikka et al. 2005 that has been highlighted using hill shade
effect.

In prehistorical times, the Taita Hills may have been covered by hundreds of square

kilometers of indigenous rain forests, but due to its favorable climatic and soil

conditions, the forests have suffered tremendous degradation due to the increasing

agriculture resulted from population growth from  90,000 persons in 1962 to over

300,000 now days (Pellikka et al. 2013). This constitutes a high pressure to the

biodiversity in the area that is characterized by the endemic species and experienced

loss of habitat (Myers et al. 2000).

Taita Hills are also characterized by agroforestry areas that are usually remnants of the

original forests and essential for the people as they provide different ecosystem services

such as wood and fiber (provisioning services), modifying air temperature by providing

shade for people (regulating services) and providing scientific and educational

knowledge (cultural ecosystem service) (MA 2005; Thjis 2015). The term agroforestry

refers to the land use practice where the agricultural productivity is maintained or

increased without decreasing the soil fertility by cultivating different plants and woody

stems (Schroeder 1993). Scattered, independent trees and exotic planted trees together

with agricultural areas are common features in these areas including crops like maize,
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beans, peas, potatoes, cassava and banana and tree species such as Grevillea robusta,

Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia mearnsii (Soini 2005).

4. Material

4.1 ALS data

ALS data was acquired in January 2013 using Optech ALTM 3100 sensor. First- and

last-pulse and up to two intermediate pulses was recorded with intensity. Mean point

density was 9.58 point/m2 in the area with average footprint of 22.5 cm (i.e. target area

that reflects the beam back to the sensor). Additional information of the sensor

parameters is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Sensor parameters and configuration settings of ALS data.

Acquisition time February 2013

Sensor Optech ALTM 3100

Maximum scan angle ± 16°

Pulse frequency (kHz) 100

Scan frequency (Hz) 36

Mean point density m-1 9.6

Mean return density m-1 11.4

Mean flying height (m) 750

Beam divergence (mrad) 0.3

Mean footprint diameter (cm) 22.5

Coordinate system UTM zone 37S (WGS 1984)
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Figure 5. Returned point data as a representation of the imaged plot. Blue points represent the
bare  earth  and  green,  yellow and  red  are  tree  points  where  height  increases  from blue  to  red
color.

Raw output data is already a georeferenced point cloud that was classified to ground and

non-ground points by the data provider (Figure 5) (TopScan, Rheine, Germany). Data

was further processed to create different elevation models using different GIS softwares

and tools: TerraScan, LasTools, FUSION and ArcGIS 10.2.1 (Heikinheimo 2015: 36–

37). Digital terrain model (DTM) that represents the bare earth surface was created

using only the points that represent the ground, i.e. vegetation and artificial structures

were removed.  Process was iterative where points representing the ground are assessed

from a triangulated model of the selected points that becomes more precise during the

calculations. Final output was a grid with 1 meter resolution. Digital surface model

(DSM) was created using only the single echo and first of many echoes from the

recorded pulses. It presents the highest captured surface features such as vegetation or

human made structures like buildings and bridges. Canopy height model (CHM) was

derived by subtracting the DTM from DSM (Figure 6). CHM represents the actual

heights of the vegetation canopy relatively to the ground. Artificial objects like houses

or power lines were removed from the data due to the possibility to misclassification of

objects. For example, a house could be misinterpreted as a tree.
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Figure 6. Canopy height model of the vegetation. Brown areas represent bare earth and green
areas are vegetation.

4.2 Imaging spectroscopy data

Imaging spectroscopy data was acquired concurrently with ALS data using high

performance airborne AisaEAGLE VNIR pushbroom sensor. AisaEAGLE sensor is a

product of Specim Ltd. for commercial use, research and public services with

application related to forestry management, vegetation cultivation, environmental

investigations, precision farming, target identification, water assessment and land use

planning (Specim 2014).

AisaEAGLE uses progressive scan CCD detector with 1024 swath pixels providing high

performance in terms of signal dynamic range with 12-bit digital numbers (DN) for the

radiance recording.  Spectral range varies from  400 nm–1000 nm and with multiple

binning options (spatial and spectral) it also provides high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

providing high quantity of the meaningful information compared to the unwanted

background signal. It has a field of view (FOV) of 37.7 ° and spatial resolution of 0.68

m at 1000 m flying altitude. Dark current is the small electric current that is caused by

the sensor heating effects is directly measured and included to the raw files. This

information is needed when applying the radiometric correction.

Elevation (m)

0 47

10 30 meters0

Height (m)
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Recorded intensity of the neighboring pixels can be merged to reduce the recording

capacity and noise. This method is called binning and it can be implemented both

spatially and spectrally. In this campaign 2 times spatial binning was used, where two

neighboring pixels were combined resulting spatial resolution of one meter across the

flight track. Along the flight track spatial resolution is determined by the flight speed

and used frame rate, which were set to produce one meter pixels correspondingly.

Spectral binning was set to four, which averages the recorded radiation from four

adjacent pixels and records them as one measurement.

Final number of spectral bands from IS data was 129. Averaged full width half

maximum  (FWHM  =  spectral  resolution)  was  4.8  nm.  FWHM  refers  to  instrument’s

response to resolve the spectral interval in every band that reaches one-half of its

maximum value. More detailed information of the optical and electrical characteristic of

the sensor is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Sensor parameters and configuration settings of AISA data

Acquisition time February 2013
Spectral range 400 – 1000 nm

Field of View (FOV) 37.7 °

Radiometric resolution 12 –bit

Spatial resolution 1 m (0.68 x altitude)

Spectral resolution 4.8 (average FWHM)

Spatial binning x 2

Spectral binning x 4

4.3 Field data

Field measurements, as a reference for the tree species classification was carried-out

simultaneously with flight campaign in January-February 2013. Ten randomly sampled

clusters were selected for field measurements containing 77 different plots with area of

0.1 ha (17.84m radius).  Total number of measured trees was 534 (Table 3). In every

plot, species of the trees were recognized along with other tree parameter such as height,

diameter at breast height (dbh) and crown radius measurements (Figure 7). All trees

with dbh greater than 10 cm were measured and classified as individual trees. Some
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trees included multiple stems and these were all measured with dbh higher than 5 cm

but classified as one tree because of the homogeneity of the crown.

Position  of  the  plots  (plot  center)  was  measured  using  Global  Navigation  Satellite

System (GNSS).  From the  center  of  the  plot  a  distance  and  angle  for  every  tree  were

measured using a high precision compass (Suunto KB-14/360R DG) and measurement

tape. Height of the tree was measured using hypsometer. More information of the field

measurements can be found from Broas (2015).  Field measurements were classified

according to the species (Table 3). Classes consist of species that have at least ten

measurements.  Species  with  less  than  ten  measurements  were  grouped  to  class other

species.

Figure  7.  Position  of  the  plot  center  was  measured  using  GNSS.  From  the  center  of  a  plot,
distances and angle for every tree were measured with high precision compass and
measurement tape. Photo: Janne Heiskanen.
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Table 3. Measured trees during the field campaign in Taita Hills. All tree species with more than
ten measurements are classified to independent classes. Measurements below ten are combined
to class other species

Class-

number

Tree species Number of

observations

1 Zimmermania ovata 31

2 Phoenix reclinata 26

3 Persea americana 33

4 Maesa lanceolate 17

5 Grevillea robusta 96

6 Eucalyptus sp. 39

7 Eriobotrya japonica 17

8 Cupressus lusitanica 44

9 Acacia mearnsii 90

10 Psidium guajava 6

11 Prunus africana 9

12 Acacia tortillis 6

13 Bersama abyssinica 5

14 Euphorbia kibwezensis 12

15 Ficus sycomorus 8

16 Other species 95

Total measurements 534

5. Methods

5.1 Overview

Individual tree segmentation and classification was conducted using IS and ALS data.

Work flow is described in Figure 8. ALS data was used to create CHM that enabled to

extract canopy over three meters from the IS data resulting potential tree canopy.

Shadowed areas were removed using mean brightness values and NDVI was calculated

to remove other areas than vegetation. ITC were segmented using minimum noise

fraction (MNF) transformed bands. Field data were joined to the tree segments to create

training data for classification. MNF bands together with VI’s were used as independent

variables for the classification. Multicollinearity of the independent variables was tested

and highly correlated ones were removed. Trees were classified using random forest

(RF) algorithm resulting 11 different tree classes. Validation was implemented during
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the classification and error matrix was generated for the classification accuracies.

Finally, the learning algorithm was used to predict the distribution and amount of

individual tree species in the study area.

 Figure 8. Workflow of the thesis
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5.2 Preprocessing

5.2.1 Radiometric correction

Radiometric correction removes sensor related errors and noise. Correction was done

using CaliGeoPro 4.9.15-software designed especially for AISA airborne hyperspectral

data (Specim Ltd. 2013). Procedure includes conversion of the sensor recorded DN-

values to at-sensor spectral radiances (Lsensor) using equation:

Lsensor = c0 + c1 * DN

Where c0 and c1 are sensor and band specific coefficients provided by Specim Ltd and

DN is the band specific intensity. Noise produced by the sensor itself (dark current) was

removed during the correction. For the radiometric correction the software uses sensor

calibration file received from the sensor manufacturer, raw imagery file including also

the dark current measurements and the navigation file recorded using GPS/IMU system.

Output images are radiance values that describe the amount on radiation coming from

certain location with different wavelength W m-2 sr— 1nm multiplied by a scaling factor

1000 that is used to include also decimal values into integer format. Impact of the data

processing for the spectral response is presented in Figure 9.

5.2.2 Atmospheric correction

Target of the atmospheric correction is to retrieve the surface reflectance from the

radiance values and remove the effects originated from atmosphere. Atmospheric

correction was done during the previous studies related to species diversity estimations

in Taita Hills (Schäfer 2014; Schäfer et al. 2016). In the following, the main processes

of the correction are described. For more detailed information see Schäfer (2014).

Atmospheric correction was done using ATCOR 4 –software designed to the airborne

sensors (version 6.2.0, ReSe Applications, Schläpfer 2011). Main atmospheric

parameters that have to be adjusted in ATCOR are aerosol type, visibility and water

vapor.
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Visibility is a maximum distance where human eye can recognize a dark object against

the bright sky and it is related to the optical thickness that depends of the molecular and

aerosol scattering and molecular absorption (Richter & Schläpfer 2011).

Figure 9. Comparison of the spectral profiles of the same tree pixel before and after data

preprocessing. Figure a) represents the response of the tree pixel in digital numbers, b) is the at-

sensor radiance value and c) at-ground reflectance value.
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ATCOR 4 supports four different possibilities for aerosol type selection that are 1)

rural, 2) urban, 3) maritime and 4) desert. All of these areas contain a different amount

of aerosols and the program allows choosing the best alternative based to the location of

the study area. The selected type in this case was a rural type, an altitude of

approximately 2 km and a water vapor column of 2.9 g / cm2 from ground to space. The

parameters are slightly adjusted in ATCOR during the process.

Water vapor calculation is based on the algorithm that uses three different channels, one

in water absorption region (940 nm or 1130 nm, measurement channel) and two others

in neighboring window regions (reference channels) (Richter & Schläpfer 2011). It

calculates a value for every pixel using the linear interpolation between the

measurement channel and reference channels. Measurement channel was set to 940 nm

due to its sensitivity to the vegetation and surrounding reference channels to 870–887

nm, and the absorption feature to 899–970 nm respectively (Schäfer 2014). The

resulting average water vapor content per scene varied around 1.3 g / cm2.

5.2.3 Georectification

Georectification is a procedure where ground coordinates are calculated for every pixel

in the image. Georectification was made using CaliGeoPro 4.9.15 software and DSM as

a reference image. DSM pixel resolution was set to three meter and it was a median

filtered  to  smooth  the  height,  fill  the  missing  values  in  the  data  and  to  flatten  the

possible height outlier. Also a higher pixel resolution were tested, but not used, as it

created problems to the IS images by shifting pixels to the wrong locations especially in

the edge of the flight lines. Software produced a geographic lookup table (GLT) that

contains map location for every pixel in the image that was later used to georectify

already atmospherically corrected images.

Ideally, after the georectification, pixels in the IS images should match to the CHM but

this was not the case. Additional re-rectifying was performed to the IS data by adding

manual  ground  control  points  (GCP)  using  the  CHM  as  a  reference  image.  This  was

done in ERDAS Imagine 2014 software by applying polynomial model for the
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transformation between the reference image and the target image coordinates. Order

(i.e. highest exponent used in the function) of the polynomial model depends of the

image  distortion,  number  of  the  ground  control  points  and  terrain  type  (ERDAS

FieldGuide 2013). In general, when applying higher polynomial function for the

correction it improves the correction in vicinity of the collected GCP, but can degrade

accuracy in other parts of the image. When using higher polynomial function more GCP

are required comprehensively for a good result.  In this case a linear first order

polynomial function was used because the images had areas where collecting exact GCP

was impossible, for example, in dense forest areas. Higher polynomial function was also

tested, but results showed more distortion for the image. Transformation matrix for a

first-order transformation is:

Where x and y are input source coordinates, and are rectified coordinates and ,

, , , , , are the coefficients of the transformation matrix. Resampling method

was set to nearest neighbor as it does not alter the spectral properties of the pixel. After

rectifying the images to correspond the CHM a mosaic was created by merging all of

the images together with the final pixel resolution of one meter.

5.3 Mapping individual trees

5.3.1 Applying height threshold to extract potential tree canopy

Height  value  of  the  pixels  was  used  to  extract  the  tree  canopy  from  the  surrounding

areas. First, the CHM was segmented using the contrast split algorithm in eCognition

developer 9.0 –software. The algorithm is developed to split bright and dark objects

according to certain threshold. In this case it was used to split high and low height

objects where the threshold value was set to three meters (i.e. all the segments with the

height value of three meters or higher were assigned as potential trees). Threshold was

selected according to the shortest measured tree on the field. Some of the trees resulted

a small gaps inside the tree crown that are falsely classified as ground as the laser beam

has been penetrated through the foliage before reflecting back to the sensor. These small
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gaps were filled by merging them to the nearest tree segment. In addition, segments

smaller  than  four  pixels  were  removed.  Finally,  the  extracted  tree  layer  was  used  to

mask tree canopy from the IS data.

5.3.2 Shadow removal

A shadow removal based to the pixel brightness was assessed to remove the shadowed

areas  from  the  IS  data.  First,  the  potential  tree  canopy  was  segmented  using  the

multiresolution segmentation algorithm. This divided the image to small segments using

the  spectral  differences  of  the  pixels  along  with  compactness  of  the  segments.

Brightness which was defined as the mean of all the 129 bands was calculated for every

segment.  Threshold  that  divides  the  segments  for  shaded  and  non-shaded  classes  was

empirically examined by increasing the brightness value and segments that had a lower

brightness  were  isolated  using  a  different  coloring.  Original  IS  images  with  the

shadowed areas were used as a reference image to validate the threshold value. After

finding the optimal value, the shaded pixels were removed. Because of the large size of

IS data (27 gigabytes) operation was done using 2 km x 2 km subsets and each of the

subset was processed individually.

5.3.3 Using Normalized Difference Vegetation Index for vegetation extraction

Although the artificial objects such as houses and powerlines were removed from the

ALS data some of these objects still existed in the IS data. These were removed using

NDVI that extracts the vegetation from the other land cover using equation:

NDVI = (NIR red)/(NIR + red)

Where NIR was set to 797.550 nm and red to 669.580 nm with band numbers 87 and 60

respectively. Output of the equation gives a single value for every segment ranging

from -1 to 1 where values close to 1 indicates vegetation. Mean NDVI was assessed for

every  segment  and  optimal  threshold  for  the  tree  extraction  was  empirically  studied

using visual interpretation.  Finally, the threshold of 0.2 was selected and segments with

higher value was selected as trees and extracted for further analyses (Figure 10).
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Figure 10.  Extracted tree canopy after assessing height parameter, shadow removal and NDVI
on the right and original AISA image on the left. Both images are presented as a false-color
composition using band 90 (802 nm) showing as red, 65 (683 nm) showing as green and 39
(562 nm) showing as blue.

5.4 Minimum noise fraction transformation of the imaging spectroscopy data

MNF was implemented to reduce the noise in the data and decrease the data

dimensionality MNF transformation was done in ENVI 4.8-software. It uses linear

transformation that consists of the two separate principal component analysis (PCA)

(RSI 2004). The first PCA (also called noise-whitening) scales the noise in the data

using noise covariance matrix resulting data where the noise has unit variance and no

band to band correlations. The second transformation is a standard PCA rotation to the

noise whitened data.

ENVI produces MNF-transformations for every band (129) to find the components that

contains most of the information and little noise. Results consist of eigenimages

(Figure11) and eigenvalues that describe the amount of variance in the component

where eigenvalues close to one implement noise in the data (RSI 2004; Galal & Hasan

2012).
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Eigenvalues of the MNF bands varied from 19.32 in band 1 to 2.14 in band 11 (Figure

12). There is a brake in the curve in band 5 with eigen value 3.8 indicating useful

information. This can be also seen from the band 5 of eigenimages (Figure 11), where

different trees can be clearly detected. After this the curve ascends to near value of 2

referring to band 11 where separability of different trees still exist.

It is worth noticing that eigenvalues does not only relate to the spectral information, but

are also sensitive to the sensor spatial resolution. Han et al. (2004) reported that noise

can exist already within higher eigenvalues than one in data with higher spatial

resolution. Using this information with eigenvalues and visual interpretation, threshold

of 2 was selected and 11 bands were included for further analyses. Rest of the bands 12-

129 was excluded to minimize the unwanted noise in the data.

Figure 11. Eigenvalues of the MNF components describing the information content where most
information is stored to the first bands
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Figure 12. Selected MNF-transformed bands of AISA data. Most of the variation of the
information is stored to the first bands whereas the information content decreases towards
higher band numbers.
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5.5 Individual tree crown segmentation

Segmentation of the ITC was implemented using MNF-transformed AISA images

where image layers were weighted inversely according to the number of the band so that

first band has the most weight as it includes most of the information. Segmentation was

done by applying the multiresolution segmentation algorithm using eCognition

developer 9.0 –software. Algorithm aggregates neighboring pixels to create image

objects based to the homogeneity criteria (Trimble 2014: 59). Homogeneity criteria is

based  to  the  ratio  of  shape-spectral  and  compactness-smoothness  properties.  Shape

criterion was set to 0.1 which put most weight to the spectral properties. Similarly

compactness criteria was set to 0.1 were higher value refers more compact image

objects. No method was found to find the optimal parameters so the trial and error

method was used. Assumption was made that the tree crowns do not follow any regular

shape but rather identification is based to the spectral differences.

5.6 Variables for classification

VI’s used in the study of Heiskanen et al. (2013) was selected to be potential

independent variables for tree species classification that were reported to be successful

estimating LAI in different tree species. All the VI’s fitting to the AISA spectral range

(400 nm–1000 nm) was calculated and assessed for each tree segments (Table 4).
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Table 4. Selected VI’s for the classification from to the study of Heiskanen et al. (2013).

Vegetation

index

Equation Original references

Clgreen (773.750 nm 802.310 nm)
(516.180 nm 580.970 nm)

Gitelson et al. 2003

Clrededge (773.750 nm 802.310 nm)
(702.590 nm 740.480. nm)

Gitelson et al. 2003

MCARI (702.590nm 669.580nm) 0.2

(702.590nm 548.730nm)

(702.590 nm/669.580 nm)

Daughtry et al.2000

MTCI (754.730 nm 707.320 nm)
(707.320 nm 679.000 nm)

Dash & Curran 2004

VOG1 740.480 nm
721.520 nm

Vogelmann et al. 1993

SWI 902.370 nm
968.830 nm

Penuelas et al. 1993

PRI (530.450 nm 571.710 nm)
(530.450 nm + 571.710 nm)

Gamon et al. 1992

PSRI (678.000 nm 498.710 nm)
749.980 nm

Merzlyak et al.1999

NDVI (797.550 nm 669.580nm)
(797.550 nm + 669. 580 nm)

Haboudane et al. 2004

Clgreen and Clrededge are sensitive to the changes in canopy chlorophyll content using

reflectance around 550 nm (green channel) or near 700 nm (red edge) and in the NIR

channel beyond 750 nm (Gitelson et al. 2003). Similarly the modification of the

chlorophyll absorption in reflectance index (MCARI) introduced Daughtry et al. (2000)

and Meris Terrestial Chlorophyll Index (MTCl) from Dash & Curran (2004) measures

the depth of the chlorophyll reflectance changes.  VOG1 (Vogelmann et al. 1993) is

reported to be influenced to the refletance differences in the rededge portion at leaf

level. Rededge refers to the rapid change in vegetation reflectance to the NIR area.

Simple water index (SWI) (Penuelas 1993) uses water apsorption band of 970 nm with

the reference band 900 nm. Physiological reflectance index (PRI) introduced Gamon et

al. (1992) is sensitive to the water content changes in the plants and correlates with the

canopy photosynthetic function excluding the water stress. It is formulated similarly
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comparing to the NDVI but uses reflectance near 531 nm in addition with the reference

channel that minimizes the illumination changes originated from the sun angle changes.

Plant senescing reflectance index (PSRI) was found to be sensitive in chlorophyll and

carotenoid ratio causing increase in red channels as chlorophyll content decraded, but

the retention of caretonoids kept reflectance low at between 400–500 nm. This index

can be used to study the reflectance changes from the onset stage to the senescence.

(Merzlyak et al. 1999.) Also the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) were

selected as it has been reported to contribute a valuable information in species

classification (e.g. Jiang et al. 2006; Pena-Barragan et al.2011).

Mean MNF value of 11 bands for every tree segment was assessed and these were

selected   for classification variables. Suitability of median and standard deviation

values of the MNF bands were also tested for the classification but these were removed

as they were not contributing for the classification comparing to the mean values.

5.7 Training data

Field measurement that confidently could be joined to the tree segments were used as a

training data. These were the field measurement located inside of the segmented tree

crown. Some of the field measurements located outside of the segments in immediate

proximity. Measurements locating less than three meter distance from the segments

were also joined to the segments. Measurements locating further were removed as there

was  no  certainty  to  which  tree  these  belonged.  Some  of  the  larger  tree  segments

included multiple field measurements inside the polygon. These were treated such as if

the segment included same species tree was chosen to be that species. Multiple different

field measurements locating inside one segment were excluded from the training data.

Training data consist of 251 trees (Table 5).
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Table 5. Number of different tree species included to the training data

Class-
number

Tree species Number of
observations

16 Other species 65
5 Grevillea robusta 60
9 Acacia mearnsii 30
3 Persea americana 25
6 Eucalyptus sp. 17
8 Cupressus lusitanica 15
1 Zimmermania ovata 13
7 Eriobotrya japonica 11
4 Maesa lanceolata 7
2 Phoenix reclinata 5
14 Euphorbia

kibwezensis
3

5.8 Multicollinearity test

All the independent variables were tested in case of the multicollinearity using the

package VIF in statistical R-software version 3.0.1 (2013-05-16). Multicollinearity is a

result of two or more independent variables being correlated in multiple regression

analysis that can cause unstable estimations for example by increasing the variance of

the regression coefficient (Eilers et al 2001). Studying variance inflation factors (VIF) is

one method to be used to detect the multicollinearity between independent variables. It

is an estimation of the multiple correlation coefficient between the independent variable

i and the rest of the independent variables. (O’Brien 2007) It uses formula:

=
1

(1 )

where Ri is the multiple correlation coefficient between the variable j and other

independent variables. If Ri equals zero there no correlation between j and the remaining

independent  variables.  In  this  case  the  VIFi equals one. Result indicates how much of

the variance (the square of the standard error) of a particular coefficient is larger than it

would be if that variable would be completely uncorrelated with all the other predictors.

There  is  no  unanimous  opinion  what  thresholds  to  be  used  to  estimate  the

multicollinearity.  In  general  VIF  greater  than  ten  has  been  reported  to  indicate
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collinearity problems (Craney & Surles, 2002; O’Brien, 2007). All the variables with

VIF greater than ten were removed using backward stepwise method were the variable

with the highest VIF were removed and the test was conducted again after removing the

highest variable. This was continued until all of the variables had a VIF value below ten

(Table 6).

Table 6. Final variables and VIF values. VIF greater than ten were removed.

Multicollinearity was detected in the following VI’s and they were removed: MCARI,

MTCI, VOG1, WI, PRI, PSRI and NDVI. Finally, Clgreen, Clrededge and PRI with all

the mean MNF bands were selected to be the independent variables to the model.

5.9 Variable importance

Importance of each explanatory variable was assessed with the model.sel function in RF

algorithm (Cutler et al. 2007) (Figure 13). It is based to the misclassification rate of

randomly permuted out-of-bag observations (OOB) and to the original OOB data. From

each permuted OOB-cases the count of the variables were subtracted from the

untouched training data (i.e. 1/3 of the all cases not used in the classification). The

average of this number over all trees in the randomly constituted forest is the value of

importance. Values were standardized between zero and one to derive the relational

importance between variables.

Variables VIF
mnf_mean2 1.5
mnf_mean3 1.8
mnf_mean7 1.8
mnf_mean11 2.3
mnf_mean9 2.4
mnf_mean8 3.2
mnf_mean6 3.3
Clgreen 4.0
mnf_mean10 4.1
mnf_mean4 4.9
mnf_mean1 5.1
mnf_mean5 5.2
Clrededge 5.7
PRI 8.5
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Figure 13. Standardized variable importance [0-1] for explanatory variables.

The most important explanatory variables are MNF bands 4 and 5 where the importance

of the MNF band 4 is approximately twice as much as the second one MNF band 5 in

standardized scale. Least important variable in according to this algorithm is Clrededge

with value below 0.1.

.

5.10 Random forest algorithm

Classification was done using random forest (RF) classification method in R-software

version 3.0.1 with package random forest (2013-05-16). RF has been successfully used

for classification purposes in many different studies (e.g. Gislason et al.2005; Cheung-

Wai Chan et. al 2008; Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012) and reported to reduce the

training and testing cost significantly, but still without decreasing the classification

accuracy (Pal, 2005; Bosch et al. 2007). RF is defined as a machine learning algorithm

that uses a multiple set of decision trees based on random sample of data and variables
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(Breiman  2001).  A  class  is  selected  based  on  multiple  decision  trees  from  which  the

most frequent class is voted for the tree (Figure 14).

Figure 14. illustration of the multiple decision trees used in random forest classification. It
assumes three observations [tree 1, tree 2, tree 3] and three variables [A, B, C]. It shows the
voting of three different trees from which the most voted one contributes to the random forest.

RF does not require a cross-validation or a separate test to get an unbiased estimate of

the test set error. It is estimated internally by taking a bootstrap sample from the data.

Two-third of the training data is used for the bootstrap sample and to the construction of

the decision trees. This leaves about one-third of the trees for the actual classification.

Accuracy of the classification is calculated by producing an error matrix where the

proportion of correct classification for every tree is presented in contrast to incorrect

classification.
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5.11 Prediction of tree species

Distribution of the different tree species were predicted in the study area using predict

algorithm that is included to the Random Forest package. It uses the information

derived from the learning algorithm to assess the most probable ranges of spectral

signatures for every class. With this information all the tree segments were assessed to

some class based to the MNF and VI’s responses.

6. Results

6.1 Segmentation

Segmentation resulted in approximately 400 000 individual trees in to the study area.

Area of the tree crown varied from 2 m² to 732 m² with median value of 32 m² which

corresponds to approximately 6 m tree crown diameter.  Segmentation resulted to 533

trees inside the study plots including all of the segments with a centroid locating inside

the plot. Field measurements included 534 individual tree that gives a detections rate of

99.8  %  for  the  segmentation.   251  reference  trees  were  confidently  joined  to  the

produced tree segments indicating 47.0 % identification rate (Table 7) (Figure 15).

Accuracies of the segmentation were estimated using the error of commission and

omission referring to the number of not detected trees. Commission error was calculated

using reference trees that could not be detected within the sample plots in relation to the

modelled trees by using equation:

(Modelled trees Joined field measurements)
Modelled trees

where modelled trees had a value of 533 and joined field measurements 251.This results

an error rate of 52.9%. Error of omission was calculated similarly, but the trees that

were not detected were compared to the actual number of trees in the ground (i.e. field

measurements). It was calculated using equation:

(Field measured trees Joined field measurements)
Field measured trees
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where field measured trees have a value of 534 and joined field measurements 251.

Error of omission resulted 53.0.

Table 7. Results of the segmentation

Number of segments 533

Number of field measured trees 534

Number of correctly identified trees 251

Detection rate 99.8 %

Ommission error 53.0 %

Commission error 52.9 %

Figure 15. Comparison of the segmentation and field measurements in two different plots. False
color AISA image is presented on background with band composition of 90 (802 nm) showing
as red, 65 (683 nm) showing as green and 39 (562 nm) showing as blue.
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Identification  rate  was  also  calculated  for  every  individual  species  to  see  how  the

segmentation varied between different species (Table 8). The lowest detection rate of

19.2 % was for Phoenix reclinata and with Persea americana 75.8 % of the reference

trees were detected. This indicates differences in segmentation results between the

species.

Table 8. Detection rates of the segmentation

Class-
number

Tree species Species
total

Species
detected

Detection
rate (%)

3 Persea americana        33          25 75.8
16 Other species        95          64 67.4
7 Eriobotrya japonica        17          11 64.7
5 Grevillea robusta        96          60 62.5
6 Eucalyptus sp.        39          17 43.6
1 Zimmermania ovata        31          13 41.9
4 Maesa lanceolata        17           7 41.2
8 Cupressus lusitanica        44          15 34.1
9 Acacia mearnsii        90          30 33.3
14 Euphorbia kibwezensis        12           3 25.0

2 Phoenix reclinata        26           5 19.2

6.2 Classification

Classification  accuracy  was  estimated  using  out-of-bag  (OOB)  error  rate  (Figure  16).

Overall accuracy for the 11 species was 54.18 % meaning that approximately half of the

trees were correctly classified. Overall accuracy was calculated by summing all the

correctly classified trees (n=136) and dividing it by the total amount of the trees

(n=251). For Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia mearnsii user’s accuracy

was over 70 %. The highest accuracy was obtained with Grevillea robusta with 79 % of

the observations correctly classified.  In addition, Persea americana and Cupressus

lusitanica had trees correctly classified, but user’s accuracy was relatively low with 12

% and 26 % respectively. Producer’s accuracy varied from 58 % of Grevillea robusta to

the 79 % of Acacia mearnsii. Persea americana and Cupressus lusitanica procuder’s

accuracy was 33 %. Within remaining classes all the trees were incorrectly classified.
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6.3 Spectral differences

Best classification accuracies were obtained for Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptus sp. and

Acacia mearnsii. These threes were extracted for further and more detailed analysis.

Spectral properties of the trees were examined by box-plotting the reflectance of the

explanatory variables against factorized species (Figure 17). Results indicates that there

are differences in the response of the variables between tree species that were suggested

also in the variable importance factor (Figure 13). MNF 4 seems to have small overlap

between species indicating suitability for the classification whereas Clrededge have

quite similar median values between species that can have a negative effect for the

classification.

Figure 16. Accuracy assessment of the classification. Overall accuracy of the classification was 54.2
%.
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Zimmermania ovata 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 1 1 0 4 0
Phoenix reclinata 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Persea americana 0 0 3 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 16 12
Maesa lanceolata 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
Grevillea robusta 0 0 1 0 47 1 0 0 0 0 11 79
Eucalyptus sp. 0 0 0 0 2 12 0 1 1 0 1 71
Eriobotrya japonica 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 5 0
Cupressus lusitanica 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 4 1 0 7 26
Acacia mearnsii 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 22 0 6 74
Euphorbia kibwezensis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Others species 0 0 3 1 10 1 0 0 2 0 48 74
Producer's accuracy 0 0 33 0 58 75 0 33 79 0 44
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Figure 17. Box-plots of the normalized [0-1] reflectance variance of the explanatory variables
for Grevillea robusta (5), Eucalyptus sp. (6), Acacia mearnsii (9) and other species (16). Black
bolded line describes the median values.
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Most and least important explanatory variables according to the variable importance

factor were plotted against Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptus sp. and Acacia mearnsii.

(Figure 18). Clustering can be clearly seen within every species whereas Grevillea

robusta (5) has higher reflectance comparing to Eucalyptus sp. (6) and Acacia mearnsii

(9) in MNF 4 reflectance. In the case of MNF 2 and Clrededge the divergences between

species is lower decreasing the ability to separate the species.

Figure 18. Normalized [0-1] reflectance variances of the most and least important variables for
Grevillea robusta (5), Eucalyptus sp. (6), Acacia mearnsii (9).

Results  support  somewhat  the  possibility  to  identify  exotic  trees Grevillea robusta,

Eucalyptus sp, Acacia mearnsii from other species. Due to this, an additional

classification was conducted using only these species. All the other trees were grouped

to the class of other species. All the classification parameters were kept constant to see

the differences in results comparing to the first classification with all the 11 tree species.

OOB estimate of error rates of the selected three species are presented in (Table 9).

Overall accuracy increased from 54.2 % to 79.9 % while user’s accuracy decreased with

Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptus sp, Acacia mearnsii from 71 %, 79 % and 74 % to 58 %,

65% and 63 % respectively. However, producer’s accuracy increased to over 70 % in all

species with Acacia mearnsii having the highest 100 % accuracy.
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Table 9. Accuracy assessment for the selected species. Overall accuracy of the classification
was 76.5 %.

Grevillea
robusta

Eucalyptus
sp.

Acacia
mearnsii

Others
species

User’s
accuracy

Grevillea robusta 35 1 0 24 0.58
Eucalyptus sp. 0 11 0 6 0.65
Acacia mearnsii 1 1 19 9 0.63
Others species 9 2 0 133 0.93
Producer's
accuracy

0.78 0.73 100 0.77

6.4 Predictions

Using the RF learning algorithm the percentage of the number of different tree species

were predicted in the study area (Figure 19). Results indicate that the most common

individual species are the three exotic species of Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptus sp. and

Acacia mearnsii constituting 41 % of all the trees. The next commons are Persea

americana and Cupressus lusitanica together with 8.5 % of the trees. Visualizations in

Figures 20 and 21 show the distribution of the predicted trees in two different locations

with dominating species of Acacia mearnsii and Grevillea robusta.

Figure 19. Percentage of the predicted tree species in the study area
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Spatial distributions of the predicted species were also estimated in the study area using

1 km² grids (Figure 22). In the northwest corner of the study area Greavillea robusta is

the most dominant individual tree species. Similarly Acacia mearnsii dominates

southwest areas and majority of the Eucalyptys sp. is located in northeast, central and

southeast area while only minority of the trees is located in northwest areas.  Clearly

some spatial clustering of the species clustering can be detected as grids with the high

values are situated next to grids with similar values.
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Figure 20. Example of the predicted tree species and original AISA image from the study area.
AISA image is presented as true color composite with bands 54 (641 nm) showing as red, 39
(562 nm) showing as green and 14 (458 nm) showing as blue. CHM has been used in the
background for hillshade effect.
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Figure 21. Example of the predicted tree species and original AISA image from the study area.
AISA image is presented as true color composite with bands 54 (641 nm) showing as red, 39
(562 nm) showing as green and 14 (458 nm) showing as blue. CHM has been used in the
background for hillshade effect.
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Figure 22. Percentage of the estimated species in 1 km² grid. Area of the uppermost row is 680
m * 1000 m as the predictions did not cover the whole grid. Red circles are the field measured
plots.
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7. Discussion

7.1 Segmentation

One of the objectives in this thesis was to carry out segmentation for ITC using visible

to near infrared IS data together with ALS data in tropical agroforestry area. Approach

worked well for extracting the total amount of trees in the study plots, but for correctly

identified species the accuracy was quite low. A lot of this can be explained with

different environments. In denser canopy areas, where tree crowns are overlapping each

other,  segmentation  did  not  work  so  well  comparing  to  areas  where  trees  are  located

more sparsely and could be distinguished from the surrounding vegetation (Figure 15).

In latter areas, ALS with a simple height threshold provided an effective way to extract

trees from the surrounding vegetation when comparing to denser tree canopy areas

where the possibility of laser beams to properly penetrate through the canopy reduces.

Comparing the segmentation results to previous studies is not straightforward as they

are highly dependent of the dominant tree type and canopy structure. Ferreira et al.

(2014) used vegetation indices derived from IS data with region growing algorithm on

an automatic process for tree crowns segmentation in a tropical forest area, with special

focus on semi-deciduous species. Results show the 55–70% for the segmentation

accuracy when comparing to the manually delineated tree species from the reference

image. This indicates similar challenges as in this thesis to have high ITC segmentation

accuracies in tropical areas. For these areas one solution is to use manual segmentation

methods instead of automatic approaches when high spatial resolution data is available

from which the trees can be visually distinguished (Clark et al. 2006). Although this

method provides good results it can be really laborious especially for large areas.

Results for individual tree detection (ITD) with ALS is reported to be highly sensitive to

the used method. In the study of Kaartinen & Hyyppä (2008) different ITD methods

were tested with CHM as a primary data source. Percentage of the actual trees extracted

comparing to the total amount of trees varied between 25–90 % whereas in this thesis a

higher detection rate of 99.8 % was achieved. Using the same dataset later on, Kaartinen

et al. (2012) reported 28–66 % accuracies for correctly identified trees where one

method reached accuracy over 60 % while most of had accuracies between 50 and 60
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%. In the same study the error of commission varied between 0–38 % percent. In this

thesis the accuracy was 47 % and error of commission relatively high 52.9 %. However,

it must be kept in mind that the study of Kaartinen et al. (2012) was conducted in boreal

forest  where  the  dominant  trees  were  Scots  pine  (Pinus sylvestris), Norway spruce

(Picea abies)  and  Silver  and  Downey  birches  (Betula sp.). Even though the detection

rate in this thesis was good a question can be made if the used threshold of three meter

is too low including also other vegetation classified as trees like bananas and shrubs

increasing the error of commission. However, the height threshold worked well at least

in more open environment were species are more sparsely distributed. Still, integrating

more feature information from ALS data using CHM or directly the point cloud like in

the study of Li (2012), could improve the segmentation accuracy especially in areas

with denser tree canopy. Segmentation directly from the point cloud could be beneficial

especially with high pulse density data as the conversion of the point data to CHM

reduces the data information. This could be interesting project for the future research.

7.2 Classification

Other objective of the thesis was to study the possibility to classify individual tree

species using IS data and more precisely MNF transformed data together with VI’s.

Results  indicate  the  possibility  to  discriminate  three  exotic  species Grevillea robusta

Acacia mearnsii and Eucalyptys sp., but also Persea americana and Cupressus

lusitanica to some extent. For other species the classification did not work (Figure 16).

According to the predictions five of the most common species in the area were

Grevillea robusta, Acacia mearnsii, Eucalyptys sp., Persea americana and Cupressus

lusitanica. This excludes the class other species as it contains multiple different species.

These  five  species  correspond  45.4  %  of  the  total  species  in  the  area.  Similar  results

were reported by Thijs et al. (2014) from the same area with field inventory where 589

sample points were systematically examined along 25 east-west oriented transect lines

identifying every tree over five meters height. Results showed that same exotic species

were found to be the most common corresponding 60 % of all the trees inventoried.

Differences in the total amount of the species can be somehow explained with different

height parameter as in this thesis all trees over three meters were included whereas

study made by Thijs et al. (2014) the threshold was five meters.
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Classification of different species in the Taita Hills has been proven to be challenging

with high resolution IS data (Piiroinen et al. 2015). One possible explanation could be

smaller pixels size creating higher spectral variance within species resulting lower

spectral separability among species (Ghosh et al. 2014). Although the data used in this

thesis is high resolution with one meter pixel size the actual scale of information might

be more regional. Rather than scoping exact location of the single tree the information

such as presented in (Figure 22), where the spatial distribution of different species were

predicted could provide more useful information of the species distribution. This

enables to locate areas where the indigenous species are replaced by exotic ones that is

one driver in the land use change in the area (EAWLS 2005, cit. Clark & Pellikka 2009:

327–328).

As the classification method used in this study relies only in the spectral properties of

the trees the possible additional information derived from ALS to improve the

classification must be discussed. Clark et al (2006) found no improvement when

including structural information of the trees for tropical tree species classification.

However, in heterogeneous landscapes using only information detected from optical

remote sensing can be quite challenging (Clark & Pellikka 2009).  In this thesis the ALS

was used for the segmentation only, but using feature information as a variable for the

classification could be one interesting future study since it has been successfully used,

for example, to classify urban trees (Zhang et al. 2012).

Although RF classification algorithm has been found to perform well with reduced

training data and testing costs (Bosch et al. 2007) the low size of the training data for

some species has inevitably influenced to the classification results. In the Taita Hills

there are high species diversity, but quite low species density creating challenges to

collect enough samples for the training data.  Some of the species in this study were

unidentified without any correct classification that might indicate spectral similarity

between different species. On the other hand, this might be a result of low number of

training data (below 10) Clark et al. (2012) suggested. This needs to be studied more in

the future with bigger training data.
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Classification was repeated using only four classes of Grevillea robusta, Eucalyptys sp.,

Acacia mearnsii and combined tree class with all other species that increased the overall

accuracy by 22.3 %. Also the producer’s accuracy for Grevillea robusta and Acacia

mearnsii increased, but the user’s accuracy decreased for all the species. The optimal

amount  of  classes  to  be  used  is  one  thing  to  be  considered.  Growing the  class  size  in

combined tree class might have an impact to the possibility of misclassification as the

spectral variation inside the class grows.

7.3 Variable importance

In this thesis the most important independent variables were MNF transformed bands.

Similar findings of the suitability of MNF bands to be used for tree species

classification were also suggested by Ghosh et al. (2014). MNF bands reduce the

dimensionality and noise in the data but also complexity of the classifier including still

a high variety of the relevant information. MNF band 1, where the most of the spectral

information is located, resulted eight important for the classification. The most

important variable was MNF 4. This means that also the first bands might contain

irrelevant information that is not suitable for classification.

VI’s  were  not  so  useful  in  this  study  that  might  be  a  result  of  functioning  in  similar

wavelengths. Same results were noticed Ghosh et al. (2014) were VI’s did not improve

the classification results. Also La et al. (2015) reported no connection for NDVI to

improve  tree  species  classification.  In  this  thesis  the  VI’s  operated  in  a  range  of  400

nm–1000 nm. This excludes the possibility to use more information related to water

content that can be detected using the sensors in SWIR region. In the study of Clark et

al. (2012) top-three metrics in the crown-scale classification were sensitive to SWIR

features and the red chlorophyll absorption feature. Also Kalacska et al. (2007)

highlighted the discriminatory power of the short wave infrared. What they found was

that top ten of the greatest discriminatory power were at the range above 2000 nm. This

indicates that in addition, with pigment and leaf structural differences, important factors

for the tree species classification are also overall architecture of the tree crown and

water content.
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7.4 Geometric accuracy

Geometric accuracy of the IS data was manually enhanced to match better to the CHM

data. Overall accuracy was sufficient in regional scale, but distortion was detected

especially on the edge of the flight lines. These distortions definitely had some impact

to segmentation accuracy at least in trees with smaller crown where tree segment

included also non-tree pixels (Figure 15). With this data, geometric accuracy can hardly

be improved anymore so other methods could be tested for better accuracies. One

possible solution could be that instead of using the mean values of tree pixels for the

classification, selecting only the brightest pixel sensitive to vegetation (e.g. highest

NDVI) as a classifier could remove false tree pixels and improve the classification

accuracies.

8. Conclusions
This thesis was set out to explore the possibility of using remote sensing together with

geographical information system for mapping individual tree crowns in tropical

agroforestry area in the Taita Hills, Kenya. Cost-effective methods to gain species level

information from large and remote areas are needed to contribute for more accurate

environmental research. This study sought to answer to the following questions:

1) Can the imaging spectroscopy together with airborne laser scanning data be used for

individual tree species segmentation?

2) Can different tree species be classified using spectral properties?

Canopy height model provided an effective way for potential tree extraction with simple

height threshold and minimum noise fraction transformed bands enabled segmentation

at least in areas, where trees are more sparsely distributed. Classification using

minimum noise fraction transformed bands and vegetation indices provided a way to

discriminate three exotic species although the importance of the vegetation indices was

negligible.

Challenges were faced when only half of the field measurements could be joined to the

tree segments resulting small training data for many species. This was an issue

especially in homogenous canopy areas where tree crowns overlapped each other and
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trees were difficult to distinguish. Method to increase the detection rate in these areas

remained partly unsolved and needs more research in the future. Another challenge was

geographical inaccuracy between the used datasets that could only be partly improved

by manually georeferencing imaging spectroscopy data to match better the canopy

height model.

Despite the fact that the methods for remote sensing and geographical information

system are developing rapidly there is a high need for more accurate mapping methods

that could lead to more accurate environmental assessments.

This study presented mapping method for individual tree species using high-resolution

remote sensing data and brought out challenges that still needs to be solved. With this

method it is possible to produce species level mapping information that can be further

developed and combined with other land cover analysis to have more exact information

of the environment that is essential for sustainable land use planning.
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